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ITALIAN STYLE AT FULL THROTTLE.

Azimut   Yachts

Style, charisma, and personality. Italian style and artistry have always produced world-

renowned masterpieces and Azimut Grande is the modern embodiment of this excellence:

it is love at first sight.

History, soul, and personality merge with elegance, technology, and design. Made in Italy 

quality at the service of the boatowner’s unique personality.

An exclusive design with the Azimut stamp of quality and experience.
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UNIqUE, jUST LIkE YOUR vIEw OF THE SEA. 
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DESIGNED TO MAkE YOUR DREAMS cOME TRUE.

A Group that has made boating history with its superior technology, prestigious

viareggio boatyard (synonymous with quality and tradition),

more than 30-year experience building mega yachts, and leadership expertise.

As a result, it can meet the needs of even the most sophisticated boatowners, worldwide.

Our track record of excellence lays the foundation for the bright future

of every new Azimut Grande yacht.
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PERFEcT, jUST LIkE THE INTELLIGENcE OF NATURE. 
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TEcHNOLOGY, SUPERIORITY, AND ExcITEMENT.

Engineering, design, and know-how. Behind every Azimut Grande lies the perfect balance 

of precision detailing and carefully evolved forms: because every cruise is unique.

The utmost in comfort and Italian Style, the joy of experiencing all the excitement of

on-board living.
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INIMITABLE, IN TERMS OF SHAPE AND LINE. 
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MADE IN ITALY DESIGN AND PASSION.

Form and function, creativity and elegance, attention to detailing and scale. The design of every 

Azimut Grande is a perfect combination of technological innovation, fulfilling the boatowner’s 

needs, and that special Italian flair.

It is a refined style, one which is wrought by skilled Tuscan craftsmen, whose prowess is legendary 

in the world boatbuilding industry.

A great appreciation for beauty extends to an ability to identify the boatowner’s unique taste, 

transforming their suggestions into stylistic solutions.
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EqUAL ONLY TO HIMSELF, jUST LIkE ANY BOAT OwNER. 
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NEED-BASED DESIGN YIELDS THRILLING RESULTS. 

Add, tailor, conceptualise. Every Azimut Grande creation is truly one of a kind. This is because 

the boatowner participates in a one-off process, working directly with the boatyard to arrive at 

solutions that give voice to their own personal style.

From laying out the spaces to picking out doorknobs and light fixtures, every detail bears the 

unique stamp of the boatowner’s personality.
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SOPHISTIcATED, LIkE THE IMPEccABLE cHOIcE OF MATERIALS.
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FURNISHED wITH STYLE.

Furnishings and accessories are carefully selected for quality and style,

ensuring exclusiveness and an array of options to suit a wide range of needs. 

Fine fabrics, leather, wood, mosaics, and marble... All at the fingertips

of the best possible designer: the boatowner.
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A unique style, with more than 7.000 hp.
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MAke wAy for exciteMent.

when the sliding doors are open, the cockpit and saloon become a single charming 

space. the distinction between inside and outside completely disappears, leaving the 

magic of a single open space with a view out over the water.

experience the pleAsure.

A quick glimpse into the main saloon reveals the meticulously detailed design. it is a 

design that combines elegance and sophisticated functionality, with a spatial layout 

that facilitates socialising in total relaxation.

custoM style.

with the hallmark silhouette on the exterior and the 

boatowner’s personality on the interior. A wide range of 

furnishing, fabrics, and equipment to choose from, makes 

each Grande 120 sl one of a kind.
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not just for niGht-tiMe.

illuminated by large picture windows and with breath-taking views, the boatowner’s 

cabin is an invitation to indulge in total privacy any hour of the day.

the Art of hospitAlity.

Guests enjoy a pleasurable stay on board thanks to the exclusive comfort and perfectly 

layout of their sleeping quarters; a Vip cabin with queen-sized bed at the bow, and 

two twin-bed cabins amidships, all with private bath.
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Length overall (incl. pulpit) 35.5 m (116’6’’)

Beam max. 7.90 m (25’1’’)

Draft (incl. props at full load) 1.50 m (4’7’’)

Displacement (at full load) 156 t (330,690 lb)

Engines 3 x MTU 16V 2000 M93 1790 kW

Maximum speed (at half load) 36 knots

Cruising speed (at half load) 23.5 knoTs

Fuel capacity 18000 l (4,755 us gls)

Water capacity 3000 l (793 us gls)

Cabins 4 + 3 crew

Berths 8  + 5 crew

Head compartments 5 + 2 crew

Building material grp

keel V-shape con deadrise 9° a poppa
V-shape with angle of deadrise 9° aft

Exterior styling & concept stefano Righini

Interior designer Carlo Galeazzi

Builder Azimut Benetti

Regulations UNI ISO 8666

The levels of performance described apply to a standard craft (with standard equipment installed) with clean hull, propeller and rudders. Moreover, it is specified that such levels of 
performance were achieved under favourable sea and wind conditions (1 on the Beaufort scale and 1 on the Douglas scale); in the case of diverse or less favourable sea conditions 
performance levels may vary considerably.

EC Approved

Owing to constant technological developments, Azimut-Benetti S.p.A. reserves the right to modify the technical specifications  of its boats at any time and without prior notice.

Last updated 1.9.2013. Please consult your dealer for the latest specifications.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS. Standard version with media room on main deck and 4 cabins on lower deck.

Optional version with 5 private cabins on the lower deck.
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GRANDE: JUST LIKE ALL OUR OTHER MASTERPIECES.
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Grande 116 “Vivere”
USA

Grande 120SL “One”
Hong Kong

Grande 103SL “Gogamigoga”
ITALY
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SUPERIOR, JUST LIKE OUR HOSPITALITY. 
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WELCOME ON bOARD.

Welcoming you on board the Azimut Grande family begins before taking ownership of one of these 

masterpieces, before launching, and before heading out on the open water. 

It begins even earlier: when our facilities welcome our clients and their representatives with a 

dedicated team of skilled listeners, exclusively dedicated to interpreting their needs through an 

empathetic approach. 

Around the clock attention, designed to meet and exceed even the highest expectations. 
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SO YOU CAN RELAx KNOWING YOU ARE IN GOOD HANDS.
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AfTER-SALES SERVICES THAT ADDRESS EVERY NEED. 

Proactive and ready to help with any requests that might arise post-launch. 

On-call services for the boatowner and their representatives also include brokerage, yacht 

management, crew recruitment, refitting and repair, all provided and guaranteed by fraser Yachts 

and Lusben, a specialised  Azimut | benetti Group company. 
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HIGH qUALITY, JUST LIKE OUR GROUP. 
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THE AzIMUT | bENETTI GROUP COMMITMENT. 

“Ever since I founded the company 40 years ago, my goal has been to create value first for the 

client, then for the company, and only then for the shareholders.

This approach, practically unique in the global boating scene, means we are constantly

investing in innovation and technology, developing new models, and perfecting

our customer service. Strong and passionate management has turned this company mission

into a reality, ensuring our boatowners can depend on our commitment and

superior quality down to the last detail.”   

Chairman Azimut | benetti Group
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